The Beauty Buzz: No More Beauty B.S.
Powder or liquid foundation? Matte or shimmer lipstick? Do you really need primer? A trip to the cosmetics counter can be overwhelming, and no wonder! Make-up is a multi-billion dollar industry, and there seem to be at least that many products to choose from. Often you end up with a product that gets shoved to the back of your medicine cabinet—or that looks less-than-flattering outside in natural light. The Beauty Buzz cuts to the chase and shows you how to avoid these cosmetics catastrophes, as well as recommends tried-and-true products to give you a polished, pretty look—from skincare to bronzers to cheeks. Victoria Snee has done countless interviews with celebrities and their make-up artists, and she’s sharing their beauty wisdom (and personal stories about the stars themselves, including Angelina Jolie and Jennifer Lopez) with you. Whether you’re a clean-faced make-up novice or a full-fledged cosmetics junkie, Victoria’s tips and tricks will help you bring out your beautiful best!
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**Customer Reviews**

Victoria is adorable and confident; you can hear her voice in her writing! I’ve been in the beauty industry for about 15 years, and I still learned some tricks from her book. Some of the items she listed as recommendations are discontinued at this point, but the lines offer even better alternatives. (For the record...if something is discontinued by a company, that means it wasn’t popular or it wasn’t replenished enough to warrant its reproduction. Please don’t be surprised when your "Favorite" item that you haven’t replenished in years is discontinued. If you want to keep it around, buy it more frequently or make friends with a sales rep who will call you if something is going away!)
Loved most of the suggestions = great book to take with you to store - before you buy. Loved the way it would tell you the expensive to least expensive choices.
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